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Abstract
We use the isomorphism between the categories of inverse semigroups and inductive groupoids
to construct HNN extensions of inverse semigroups, where the associated inverse subsemigroups
are order ideals of the base. Properties of groupoids then ensure that the base inverse semigroup
always embeds in an HNN extension constructed in this way. Other properties of HNN extensions
are determined, including a description of the maximal subgroups and of the maximal group image,
and the structure of the inverse subsemigroup generated by the stable letters. Finally, some examples
are given.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
HNN extensions of semigroups have been considered in various settings, with the aims
of establishing properties similar to those possessed by HNN extensions of groups [6],
and of developing applications of the construction. Given a semigroup S and two
subsemigroups U and V with an isomorphism ϕ :U → V , the HNN construction builds a
semigroup S∗U,ϕ generated by S and elements t , t ′ not in S—called stable letters—such
that in S∗U,ϕ we have t ′ut = uϕ for all u ∈ U , and with some given relationship between
t ′ and t that reflects the group construction for which t ′ = t−1. J.M. Howie [7] considered
the case in which tt ′ = t ′t = e for some idempotent e of S. It is easy to set up examples
in which S does not embed in S∗U,ϕ : however, Howie proved that if U and V are unitary
subsemigroups of eSe then S does embed in S∗U,ϕ .
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Given an inverse semigroup S, idempotents e, f of S, and isomorphic inverse subsemi-
groups U ⊆ eSe and V ⊆ f Sf , with e ∈ U and f ∈ V , it is shown in [15] that S embeds
in the HNN extension S∗U,ϕ with t ′ = t−1 and t t−1 = e, t−1t = f , and a number of ap-
plications to algorithmic properties for inverse semigroups are developed. In [16], detailed
structural results are proved for locally full HNN extensions, in which E(U)=E(eSe) and
E(V ) = E(f Sf ). A normal form for elements in a locally full HNN extension is given,
and the structure of maximal subgroups is described. The structural analysis of HNN ex-
tensions of inverse semigroups is extended in [8] to lower bounded HNN extensions.
In this paper, we adapt some ideas from the theory of semigroup amalgams and
apply them to HNN extensions of inverse semigroups. Our starting point is the work of
Nambooripad and Pastijn [13], who used Nambooripad’s equivalence between the category
of regular semigroups and a certain category of groupoids [12] to give a short proof of a
theorem of Hall [4] on amalgams of inverse and regular semigroups. In this paper, we
adapt these ideas to the construction of HNN extensions of inverse semigroups, using
the isomorphism between the categories of inverse semigroups and inductive groupoids.
In the category of groupoids, HNN extensions have a natural definition modelled on the
construction of a mapping torus. Properties of groupoid HNN extensions closely follow
the properties of HNN extensions of groups: in particular the canonical map embeds a
groupoid A into an HNN extension A∗C,ϕ . Our main theorem establishes that an HNN
extension A∗C,ϕ of an inductive groupoid A, with the identities of C and Cϕ forming
order ideals in the set of identities of A, is again inductive. This permits the construction
of an HNN extension S∗U,ϕ of an inverse semigroup S, where U and Uϕ are order
ideals in S, by taking the associated inductive groupoids G(S) and G(U), forming the
groupoid HNN extension G(S)∗G(U),ϕ and from this reconstructing an inverse semigroup.
We take the resulting inverse semigroup as defining the HNN extension S∗U,ϕ . A feature
of the construction is that S∗U,ϕ is naturally generated as an inverse semigroup by S and
by a family of stable letters te , one for each idempotent in S. As a result, no particular
idempotents need to be picked out in the construction in advance. It follows easily from
the groupoid theory that S always embeds in S∗U,ϕ . Indeed, a normal form for elements
of S∗U,ϕ can be given (essentially due to Higgins [5]). For a locally full HNN extension,
our construction is isomorphic to that defined by Yamamura, and Higgins’ normal form is
equivalent to the one given in [16].
Developing the approach of [13], Haataja, Margolis and Meakin [3] used groupoid
techniques to obtain a description of the maximal subgroups of an amalgam of inverse
semigroups. Similar results are proved for locally full HNN extensions of inverse
semigroups in [16], and we sketch out the version of this theory for groupoid HNN
extensions, which can then be applied to inverse semigroups. Maximal subgroups of an
HNN extension S∗U,ϕ are vertex groups of the groupoid G(S)∗G(U),ϕ , and as in Bass–
Serre theory for groups [14], there is associated to an HNN extension of groupoids
G = A∗C,ϕ a forest on which G acts. A vertex group of G then acts on a component
tree. As in [3] and [16], this leads to a description of a maximal subgroup of an HNN
extension of inverse semigroups as the fundamental group of a graph of groups. The
graph is determined by the incidence of components of A and C, and complete structural
information can be deduced in some cases.
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as defined via groupoids. An inverse semigroup S has a maximum group homomorphic
image, and we show in Section 5 that if U is a full inverse subsemigroup of S, that is
if E(U) = E(S), then the HNN extension S∗U,ϕ has maximum group image that is a
group HNN extension of the maximum group image of S. In a group HNN extension, the
stable letter generates an infinite cyclic subgroup. This result generalises to a structural
description of the inverse subsemigroup T generated by the stable letters in an HNN
extension S∗U,ϕ . This was considered by Jajcayova [8] for HNN extensions of inverse
semigroups as defined in [15]. The paper concludes with a detailed discussion of some
examples of HNN extensions.
1. Inverse semigroups and inductive groupoids
A groupoid is succinctly defined as a small category in which every morphism is
invertible. A groupoid G thus has a set V (G) of objects or vertices, and a set Arr(G)
of morphisms or arrows, with source and target maps σ, τ : Arr(G)→ V (G) and a map
V (G)→Arr(G) associating to each vertex v an identity arrow ev with σ(ev)= v = τ (ev).
We shall often identify a vertex v with its identity arrow ev . If x, y ∈ Arr(G) and
τ (x) = σ(y) there exists a composite arrow xy with σ(xy) = σ(x) and τ (xy) = τ (y).
This composition is associative whenever the necessary products are defined, and the
identity arrows act as left and right identities where appropriate: eσ(x)x = x = xeτ(x).
Every arrow x ∈ Arr(G) has an inverse arrow x−1 with σ(x−1) = τ (x), τ (x−1) = σ(x),
and xx−1 = eσ(x), x−1x = eτ(x). At each vertex v of G we have the vertex group Gv =
{x ∈Arr(G): σ(x)= v = τ (x)}. A composite arrow α1α2 · · ·αn with τ (αi)= σ(αi+1) for
all i ,1 i < n, will be called a groupoid word.
Example. A groupoid essential in what follows is the interval groupoid I. This has vertex
set V (I)= {0,1} and arrow set {e0, e1, α,α−1}, with α having source 0 and target 1. The
groupoid I may be considered as the unit interval, permitting the construction of groupoid
cylinders G× I.
The correspondence between inverse semigroups and inductive groupoids is discussed
in detail in [9] and we refer there for a full treatment of the isomorphism of categories
established in the Ehresmann–Schein–Nambooripad Theorem [9, Theorem 4.1.8]. We give
a brief account of the theory here, and establish our notation which varies a little from that
of [9].
Let S be an inverse semigroup, with semilattice of idempotents E(S). The groupoid
G(S) has vertex set E(S) and an element x ∈ S determines an arrow x ∈ G(S) with
source σ(x) = xx−1 and target τ (x) = x−1x . An idempotent e ∈ E(S) determines the
identity arrow at e. If x, y ∈ S and τ (x) = σ(y), then xy ∈ S is an arrow in G(S) with
σ(xy)= xx−1 and τ (xy)= y−1y .
Example. Let X2 = {x1, x2} and let B2 be the Brandt semigroup X2 ×X2 ∪ {0} in which
(xi, xj )(xk, xl)= (xi, xl) if j = k and all other products are 0. Then G(B2)∼= I unionsq {0}.
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have that xRy if and only σ(x)= σ(y), xLy if and only τ (x)= τ (y), xHy if and only
σ(x) = σ(y) and τ (x) = τ (y), and xDy if and only if x , y lie in the same component
of G(S). We denote the H-class of a ∈ S by Ha : if e ∈ S is an idempotent, then He is a
subgroup of S with identity e, the maximal subgroup at e. The subgroup He is the group
of units of the local submonoid eSe, and in the groupoidG(S) it is the vertex groupG(S)e
at e.
The natural partial order on S endows G(S) with the structure of an ordered groupoid.
An ordered groupoid (G,) is a groupoidG with a partial order satisfying the following
axioms:
(OG1) for all x, y ∈G, if x  y then x−1  y−1,
(OG2) if x1  x2, y1  y2 and if the compositions x1y1 and x2y2 are defined, then
x1y1  x2y2,
(OG3) if x ∈ G and f is an identity of G with f  σ(x), there exists a unique
element x|f , called the restriction of x to f , such that σ(x|f )= f and x|f  x ,
(OG3∗) if x ∈G and f is an identity of G with f  τ (x), there exists a unique element
x|f , called the corestriction of x to f , such that τ (x|f )= f and x|f  x .
It is shown in [9] that (OG3∗) is a consequence of (OG1) and (OG3): the corestriction
of x to f may be defined as (x−1|f )−1.
An ordered groupoid (G,) is inductive if the set of identities is a meet semilattice
under . Hence G(S) is an inductive groupoid, and in G(S) the restriction x|f is equal
to f x .
Now given an inductive groupoid (G,) the partial composition of arrows in G may
be extended to an everywhere-defined composition that gives G the structure of an inverse
semigroup S(G). Given x, y ∈G, let e= τ (x)∧σ(y). Then the composition is defined by
xy = x|ey|e (where the right-hand side is a groupoid word).
A subsemigroup U of a semigroup S is said to be full if E(U)= E(S). Unfortunately,
the corresponding term for subgroupoids is wide: a subgroupoidH of a groupoidG is wide
if H contains all the identities of G. Full has another meaning for subgroupoids, derived
from standard usage in category theory. We shall therefore use full for subsemigroups
and wide for subgroupoids. Cosets and transversals for wide subgroupoids are introduced
in [3]: here we use a simple generalisation to arbitrary subgroupoids. If C is a subgroupoid
of a groupoid A then the relation
a ∼ b if there exists c ∈ C with a = bc
is symmetric and transitive. Its reflexive closure is an equivalence relation ∼C on A, and a
set of representatives for the equivalence classes is a transversal to C in A. The equivalence
class of a is the left coset
aC = {a} ∪ {ac: c ∈ C, τ(a)= σ(c)}.
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essentially the same equivalence relation for inverse semigroups.
2. HNN extensions
Let S be an inverse semigroup and let U , V be inverse subsemigroups of S with
ϕ :U → V an isomorphism. We wish to define the HNN extension S∗U,ϕ by means of
the HNN construction for groupoids:
S∗U,ϕ = S
(
G(S)∗G(U),ϕ
)
.
We shall describe the construction of a groupoid HNN extension, based on [10], note the
existence of a normal form, and give conditions that ensure an HNN extension of inductive
groupoids is again inductive.
Let A be a groupoid, let C, D be subgroupoids of A, and let ϕ :C → D be an
isomorphism of groupoids. The HNN extension A∗C,ϕ is the pushout
C unionsqC
i0unionsqi1
1Cunionsqϕ
A
C × I A∗C,ϕ
in the category of groupoids, where ij is the inclusion of C into C × I as the subgroupoid
C × {j }. The vertex set of A∗C,ϕ is equal to V (A), and arrows in A∗C,ϕ are of two kinds.
There are the arrows of A, with σ and τ as in A. In addition, for each v ∈ V (C) there
is a pair of arrows tv , t−1v with σ(tv) = v and τ (tv) = vϕ. Borrowing the terminology
from HNN extensions of groups, an arrow tv will be called a stable arrow. Note that tv
corresponds to the arrow (ev,α) ∈ C × I. The groupoid A∗C,ϕ is generated by A and the
set of stable arrows, and in A∗C,ϕ we have, for all c ∈ C,
t−1σ(c)ctτ (c) =
(
eσ(c), α
−1)(c,0)(eτ(c), α)= (c,α−1α)= (c,1)= cϕ.
An element of w ∈A∗C,ϕ is expressible as a groupoid word of the form
w = a1tε11 a2tε22 · · ·antεnn an+1
where aj ∈ A. We say that w has t-length n. We may further suppose that if for some j ,
2  j  n, tεj−1j−1 = t
−εj
j then aj is not an identity in A. A groupoid word of the form
t−1σ(c)ctτ (c) or of the form tσ (c)cϕt
−1
τ (c) will be called a pinch.
There exists a normal form for elements of A∗C,ϕ : we shall call this Higgins normal
form. It generalises to groupoid HNN extensions the normal form for HNN extensions
of groups, using the normal form for fundamental groupoids of graphs of groups given
by Higgins in [5]. The generalisation is due to Moore [10], using the notion of groupoid
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and Y−1 be a transversal to Cϕ in A: we assume that each of Y+1 and Y−1 contains all the
identities of A. Then
w = a1tε11 a2tε22 · · ·antεnn an+1
is the Higgins normal form for w if
(i) ai ∈ Y εi for 1 i  n,
(ii) if tεj−1j−1 = t
−εj
j then aj is not an identity in A (2 j  n).
Theorem 2.1 [5,10]. Each element of A∗C,ϕ is equal to a unique groupoid word in Higgins
normal form.
Corollary 2.2. Let w = a1tε11 a2tε22 · · ·antεnn an+1 be a groupoid word in A∗C,ϕ with n > 0
and containing no pinch. Then w is not an identity of A∗C,ϕ .
Proof. Higgins’ argument for Corollary 5 of [5] applies without essential change, to
show that the Higgins normal form of w has t-length n and so cannot be an identity of
A∗C,ϕ . ✷
Theorem 2.3. Let A be an inductive groupoid and let C, D be inductive subgroupoids
of A with ϕ :C → D an order-isomorphism. Suppose further that V (C) and V (D) are
order ideals in the meet semilattice V (A). Then the HNN extension G = A∗C,ϕ is again
an inductive groupoid.
Proof. We show how the partial order on A may be extended to G to make G inductive.
The identities of G certainly form a meet semilattice under , since A and G have the
same identities.
Following [13], the extension of  will be defined in terms of the restriction operation.
We first define restriction for groupoid words on the alphabet A∪{te: e ∈ V (C)}, and then
show that this gives a well-defined restriction for elements of G. Let w be a groupoid word,
w = a1tε11 a2tε22 · · ·antεnn an+1,
and suppose that f is an identity of G with f  σ(w). A word of t-length zero is just an
element a ∈A, and if w ∈A then the restriction of w to f is just the restriction in A.
If w has t-length greater than zero, we define sequences (bi) of elements of A, (yi) of
stable arrows, and (fi), (ei) of vertices of G as follows:
f1 = f, fi+1 = eiϕεi ,
bi = ai |fi , ei = τ (bi),
yi = tei , if εi = 1, yi = te ϕ−1 if εi =−1.i
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ei = (ai |fi )−1ai |fi  a−1i ai = τ (ai).
For (fi) we note that f = f1  σ(a1)= σ(w) by assumption, and then
fi+1 = eiϕεi =
(
(ai|fi )−1(ai|fi )
)
ϕεi 
(
a−1i ai
)
ϕεi = σ(ai+1).
It follows that the restriction bi = ai |fi exists, and so we define the restriction of w to f to
be the groupoid word
w|f = b1yε11 b2yε22 · · ·bnyεnn bn+1
where σ(bi)= fi and τ (bi)= ei . It is an easy consequence of this definition that if w = uv
and f  σ(u) then
(uv)|f = u|f v|τ (u|f ).
Note that the restriction of stable arrows is given simply by te|f = tf if f  e. The
restricted stable arrows exist since V (C) and V (Cϕ) are order ideals in V (A).
Since the given expression for w is not unique, we need to verify that w|f is well-
defined on elements of G. Suppose that w, w′ are groupoid words such that w =w′ ∈G.
Then there exists a finite sequence
w=w0,w1, . . . ,wk =w′
of groupoid words such that each wj is obtained from its predecessor wj−1 by one of the
following operations:
(1) exchanging a subword a ∈A for a subword bc where b, c ∈A and a = bc,
(2) inserting or deleting an inverse pair of stable arrows,
(3) exchanging a subword (ctσ (c))±1 for a subword (tτ (c)cϕ)±1 (c ∈C).
In the first two cases, it is clear that an instance of the same operation will also obtain wj |f
from wj−1|f . For the third case, we note that if c ∈ C and e σ(c),
(ctτ(c))|e = c|etτ (c|e), (tσ (c)cϕ)|e = te(cϕ)|eϕ.
Now (cϕ)|eϕ is the unique arrow with source eϕ that is less than or equal to cϕ: these
properties are possessed by (c|e)ϕ and so (cϕ)|eϕ = (c|e)ϕ. It follows that (ctτ(c))|e =
(tσ (c)cϕ)|e and as a result, if wj and wj−1 are related by an operation of the third type,
then so are wj |f and wj−1|f . The restriction is therefore well-defined on G.
Given an element w ∈G and an identity f  σ(w) we can obtain w|f as the element
represented by the restriction to f of any groupoid word representing w, and we shall no
longer distinguish between groupoid words and the elements they represent.
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with this partial order, (G,) is an inductive groupoid, and we now check the properties
(OG1), (OG2) and (OG3) for an inductive structure.
(OG1) Suppose that v w. Let
w = a1tε11 a2tε22 · · ·antεnn an+1, v = b1yε11 b2yε22 · · ·bnyεnn bn+1
as above. Now σ(v−1)= en+1 and σ(w−1)= τ (w)= τ (an+1), so σ(v−1) σ(w−1). We
claim that v−1 =w−1|en+1 , and we prove this by induction on the t-length n.
If n= 0, so that v,w ∈A, then v =w|f and e1 = τ (w|f ). Now v−1 = (w|f )−1 w−1
and v−1 has source e1: so indeed v−1 =w−1|e1 .
If n > 0, set w=w1tεnn an+1, and v = v1yεnn bn+1. Then
w−1|en+1 =
(
a−1n+1t
−εn
n
)|en+1w−11 |gn,
where gn = τ ((a−1n+1t−εnn )|en+1). As for the case n= 0 above,
a−1n+1|en+1 = a−1n+1|τ (an+1|fn+1 ) = (an+1|fn+1)−1 = b−1n+1
as required. Now if εn = 1, the target of b−1n+1 is σ(bn+1)= fn+1 = enϕ. It follows that(
a−1n+1t
−εn
n
)|en+1 = b−1n+1(t−1n |enϕ)= b−1n+1t−1en = b−1n+1y−1n .
In this case gn = en and
w−1|en+1 = b−1n+1y−1n w−11 |en = b−1n+1y−1n v−11 = v−1
by induction. Similarly, if εn =−1 the target of b−1n+1 is σ(bn+1)= fn+1 = enϕ−1. In this
case (
a−1n+1t
−εn
n
)|en+1 = b−1n+1(tn|enϕ−1)= b−1n+1tenϕ−1 = b−1n+1yn,
with gn = en. Again we have
w−1|en+1 = b−1n+1ynw−11 |en = b−1n+1ynv−11 = v−1
by induction.
(OG2) Suppose that v1  w1, v2 w2 and that v1v2,w1w2 are defined in G. Then (for
i = 1,2) we have σ(vi) σ(wi) and vi =wi |σ(vi). Then
(w1w2)|σ(v1) =w1|σ(v1)w2|τ (w1|σ(v1)) = v1w2|τ (v1) = v1w2|σ(v2) = v1v2.
(OG3) Restriction is unique, since the partial order  is defined in terms of the
restriction operation. For suppose that f  σ(w) and that w∗ has the properties that
f = σ(w∗) and that w∗ w. Then necessarily w∗ =w|f as previously defined.
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complete. ✷
Now let S be an inverse semigroup and let U , V be inverse subsemigroups of S with
ϕ :U → V an isomorphism. We can apply Theorem 2.3 and use the inductive structure
on G(S)∗G(U),ϕ to construct an inverse semigroup S(G(S)∗G(U),ϕ) provided that E(U)
and E(V ) are order ideals in E(S). We observe that this is equivalent to U,V being order
ideals in S (a fact that was delicately pointed out to me by Mark Lawson, see [9, Lemma
7.4.7]).
Lemma 2.4. Let U be an inverse subsemigroup of an inverse semigroup S. Then U is an
order ideal in S if and only if E(U) is an order ideal in E(S).
Proof. It is obvious that if U is an order ideal in S then E(U) is an order ideal in E(S).
For the converse, suppose that E(U) is an order ideal in E(S) and that s ∈ S, u ∈ U with
s  u. Then s = ss−1u and ss−1  uu−1. Hence ss−1 ∈E(U) and therefore s ∈ U . ✷
Now let S be an inverse semigroup and let U , V be inverse subsemigroups of S with
ϕ :U → V an isomorphism. Suppose further that U and V are order ideals of S. Then
the inverse semigroup S(G(S)∗G(U),ϕ) is now defined to be the HNN extension of inverse
semigroups S∗U,ϕ . If S is presented as an inverse semigroup by Inv[X : R] then S∗U,ϕ is
presented as
Inv
[
X ∪ {te: e ∈E(U)} :R, t−1uu−1utu−1u = uϕ (u ∈U), t−1e tf = (ef )ϕ, tet−1f = ef ].
Further work on the presentation theory of the HNN construction can be found in [2].
We find, as a consequence of the Higgins normal form in the groupoid G(S∗U,ϕ), that
the semigroup S embeds in the HNN extension S∗U,ϕ .
Corollary 2.5. The generating set S ∪ {te: e ∈ E(U)} is embedded in the HNN extension
S∗U,ϕ . In particular, S is embedded in S∗U,ϕ as a full inverse subsemigroup.
Proof. As in [5], we observe that the elements of S ∪ {te: e ∈ E(U)} are distinct Higgins
normal forms, and so represent distinct elements of S∗U,ϕ . ✷
3. Maximal subgroups
Haataja, Margolis and Meakin [3] employ amalgams of inductive groupoids to
determine the structure of the maximal subgroups of amalgams of inverse semigroups.
Adapting to groupoids the approach standard in the Bass–Serre theory of groups acting on
trees (see [14]), they construct a forest Γ upon which a groupoid amalgam G = A ∗C B
has a natural partial action. The vertex groupGe of G at e then acts on a component tree Γe
of Γ , permitting its structure to be described by means of a graph of groups defined on the
quotient graph Γe/Ge. Moreover, it is shown in [3] that the graph Γe/Ge is isomorphic to
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vertices and edges of Γe/Ge are isomorphic to vertex groups in the groupoidsA, B and C.
The approach of [3] is followed by Yamamura in [16] for his concept of locally full
HNN extensions of inverse semigroups, to give a structure theorem describing a maximal
subgroup as the fundamental group of a graph of groups. We shall show in Section 4 that a
locally full HNN extension is isomorphic to one obtained from a groupoid HNN extension.
Here we sketch out the Bass–Serre approach to an HNN extension A∗C,ϕ of groupoids,
and again following [3], we obtain a description of a vertex group of a groupoid HNN
extension as a fundamental group of a graph of groups. Results for HNN extensions of
inverse semigroups then arise from consideration of the equivalent inductive groupoids.
Let G=A∗C,ϕ be an HNN extension of groupoids. Let Γ be the graph with vertex and
edge sets
VΓ = {gA: g ∈G}, EΓ = {gC: g ∈G, τ(g) ∈ C}
and with the edge gC incident with the vertices gA and gtτ(g)A. (Note that A is wide in G,
but C is not necessarily wide in G.)
Lemma 3.1. The graph Γ is a forest.
Proof. Certainly Γ contains no loops. Now suppose that distinct edges gC and hC are
successive edges in a path in Γ . There are four possibilities:
(i) gA= hA, so that h= ga for some a ∈A,
(ii) gA= htτ(h)A, so that h= gat−1τ (h) for some a ∈A,
(iii) gtτ(g)A= hA, so that h= gtτ(g)a for some a ∈A,
(iv) gtτ(g)A= htτ(h)A, so that h= gtτ(g)at−1τ (h) for some a ∈A.
It follows that if gC = g1C,g2C, . . . , gmC are the edges of a circuit in Γ beginning at gA
then there exist a1, a2, . . . , ak+1 ∈A and stable arrows t1, t2, . . . , tk such that
g−1g = a1tε11 a2 · · ·aktεkk ak+1.
Let w be the groupoid word on the right-hand side. A pinch cannot arise in w from case (iv)
above, for if a = cϕ there, then gC = hC and the successive edges are the same. This is a
contradiction. If a pinch arises from two of the above cases taken in succession, with edges
gC and hC followed by kC, we have either case (ii) followed by case (iii), or vice versa, or
case (iv) followed by case (iii). All these cases force the repetition of the edge hC, which
is impossible in a circuit. Hence w cannot contain a pinch, and by Lemma 2.2 cannot equal
the identity element g−1g ∈G. Therefore Γ contains no circuits. ✷
Let e be a vertex of G, and let Γe be the component of Γ containing eA.
Lemma 3.2. The tree Γe has vertex set
VΓe =
{
wA: w ∈G, σ(w)= e}.
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there exists a path in Γ from e to wA if and only if σ(w)= e. ✷
Now the vertex group Ge acts on Γe on the left: g · wA = gwA and g · wC = gwC.
Orbits and stabilisers for this action are determined just as in [3]. If x, y are elements of a
groupoid H , we shall write xDHy if x , y are in the same component of H , and DHx for
the component of H containing x .
Lemma 3.3 [3].
(a) The stabiliser in Ge of the vertex wA is wAτ(w)w−1. Similarly, the edge wC has
stabiliser wCτ(w)w−1.
(b) The orbit [wA] of the vertex wA under the Ge-action is
[wA] = {vA: σ(v)= e, τ (v)DAτ(w)}.
Similarly the edge-orbit [wC] is
[wC] = {vC: σ(v)= e, τ (v)DCτ(w)}.
Let Υ be the graph whose vertex set is the set of components of A, whose edge set is
the set of components of C, and with an edge DCv oriented from DAv to DAvϕ . Let Υe be the
component containing DAe .
Proposition 3.4. The quotient graph Γe/Ge is isomorphic to Υe.
Proof. Map [wA] → DAτ(w) and [wC] → DCτ(w). By Lemma 3.3 these maps are well-
defined and injective. Moreover, incidence is preserved: the edge [wC] of Γe/Ge is
incident with [wA] and [wtτ(w)A] and its image DCτ(w) is incident with the images of [wA]
and [wtτ(w)A], namely DAτ(w) and DAτ(wtτ(w)) =DAτ(wϕ). So we have an injective graph map
θ :Γe/Ge → Υe.
Let (DCe1)
ε1, . . . , (DCen)
εn be the successive edges of a path in Υe from DAe to DAf .
Set e0 = e and en+1 = f . Then there exist stable arrows tej (εj = 1), tej ϕ−1 (εj = −1)
corresponding to these edges, and elements a1, . . . , an ∈ A contained in the components
DAaj corresponding to their incident vertices, forming a groupoid word
w = a1tε11 a2tε22 · · ·antεnn an+1
with [wA]θ =DAf . Therefore θ is surjective on the vertex sets. Similarly, θ is surjective on
the edge sets, and is a graph isomorphism. ✷
Theorem 3.5. Let G=A∗C,ϕ be an HNN extension of groupoids. Let e be an object of G.
Then the vertex group Ge is the fundamental group of a graph of groups (Q,Υe) in which
each vertex group is isomorphic to a vertex group of A and each edge group is isomorphic
to a vertex group of C.
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on Γe. We can be a little more precise in the specification ofQ. Following [14, Section 5.4],
a vertex DAf of Υe lifts to a vertex wA in Γe with τ (w)= f , and this vertex has stabiliser
wAfw
−1
. We may lift a maximal tree in Υe to a subtree of Γe: an edge DCf in the
tree lifts to an edge wC where τ (w) = f , with incident vertices wA and wtτ(w)A: this
edge has stabiliser wCf w−1. The stabiliser of wtτ(w)A is wtτ(w)Afϕt−1τ (w)w−1. The edge
stabiliser is embedded in each of the vertex stabilisers: plainly wCf w−1 ⊆ wAfw−1,
and wtτ(w)Afϕt−1τ (w)w−1 contains the subgroup wtτ(w)Cf ϕt
−1
τ (w)w
−1 which is equal to
wCfw
−1 in G. If DCf is not in the chosen maximal tree of Υe , then we may lift it to
an edge wC with incident vertices wA and wtτ(w)A, where wA is the lift of DAf and such
that, for some g ∈Ge , the vertex gwtτ(w)A is the lift of DAfϕ . Again we have wCfw−1
embedded in gwtτ(w)Afϕt−1τ (w)w−1g−1. ✷
Applying Theorem 3.5 to HNN extensions of inverse semigroups, we obtain:
Corollary 3.6. Let S be an inverse semigroup, and let U and V be isomorphic
subsemigroups of S, with ϕ :U → V an isomorphism, such that U and V are order
ideals in S. Let He be a maximal subgroup of the HNN extension S∗U,ϕ . Then He is the
fundamental group of a graph of groups (Q,Υe) in which each vertex group is isomorphic
to a maximal subgroup of S and each edge group is isomorphic to a maximal subgroup
of U .
As in [3], the description of (Q,Υe) permits the structure of the maximal subgroups of
an HNN extension S∗U,ϕ to be given more precisely in some cases.
3.1. Examples
(1) If S is a combinatorial inverse semigroup, with trivialmaximal subgroups, then all
maximal subgroups of an HNN extension S∗U,ϕ (with U,Uϕ order ideals of S) are free.
(2) If U is a combinatorial full inverse subsemigroup of S, then a maximal subgroup of
S∗U,ϕ is a free product of maximal subgroups of S and a free group.
(3) If S is an inverse semigroup whose maximal subgroups have bounded order, then
all maximal subgroups of an HNN extension S∗U,ϕ (with U,Uϕ order ideals of S) are
free-by-finite (see [1, Theorem IV.1.6]).
(4) In an HNN extension S∗S,ϕ of inverse semigroups with Sϕ = S, the maximal
subgroups are group HNN extensions of the form 〈He, t: t−1Het = Heϕ〉. In particular,
if ϕ = id then the maximal subgroups have the form He ×C∞.
4. Locally full HNN extensions
In [15] Yamamura considers the following setting. Let S be an inverse semigroup, let
e, f be idempotents in S, and let U,V be inverse subsemigroups with ϕ :U → V an
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extension of S with associated inverse subsemigroupsU and V to be the inverse semigroup
Y presented by
S∗ = Inv[S, t: tt−1 = e, t−1t = f, t−1ut = uϕ (u ∈ U)].
He proves that S embeds in S∗ and establishes a number of interesting results on
algorithmic problems for inverse semigroups. In [16] this study is pursued further for
locally full HNN extensions: in the above notation, Y is locally full if E(U) = E(eSe)
and E(V ) = E(f Sf ). (Moreover, it is easy to check that E(eSe) = E(S)e.) By [16,
Proposition 1.4], any HNN extension S∗ is isomorphic to a locally full HNN extension
of an inverse semigroup S1 with S ⊆ S1.
The results presented here for HNN extensions defined via inductive groupoids cover
very similar ground to the results in [16]. In particular, Yamamura gives a normal form
for elements of a locally full HNN extension, and uses Bass–Serre theory to describe the
structure of maximal subgroups. This structural investigation is extended in the work of
Jajcayova [8], where she gives a detailed account of the properties of lower bounded HNN
extensions, and determines the structure of the inverse subsemigroup generated by the
stable letter in an HNN extension S∗ defined as above. We shall show that the construction
of HNN extensions via inductive groupoids recovers Yamamura’s construction in the
locally full case. We shall retain the notation S∗ from [16] for a locally full HNN extension
in Yamamura’s sense, and continue to denote an HNN extension defined by via inductive
groupoids by S∗U,ϕ .
Proposition 4.1. Let S∗ be a locally full HNN extension in the sense of Yamamura. Then
the identity map on S extends to an isomorphism θ :S∗ → S∗U,ϕ with tθ = te.
Proof. In a locally full HNN extension, the set of idempotents E(U) is equal to the
principal order ideal E(S)e, and similarly E(V ) = E(S)f . Hence the HNN extension
S∗U,ϕ exists. Since e is the maximum idempotent in U , in S∗U,ϕ we have, for any
g ∈ E(U), gte = tgt−1g te = tgt−1g tg = tg . Therefore S∗U,φ is generated as an inverse
semigroup by S ∪ {te}, and
t−1e ute = t−1e σ (u)uτ(u)te = t−1σ(u)utτ(u) = uϕ.
It follows that the identity map on S extends to a surjective homomorphism θ :S∗ →
S∗U,ϕ . By [16, Theorem 2.7], an element w ∈ S∗ has a unique normal form w =
x1tε1x2tε2 · · · tεnxn+1 in which the following hold:
(1) xk is either a coset representative for U in S (if εk = 1) or for Uϕ in S (if εk =−1),
where cosets are equivalence classes of the relations ∼U and ∼Uϕ of [16],
(2) if tεk−1 = t−εk then xk is not an idempotent in U ,
(3) if εk = 1 then x−1k xk ∈ U and (x−1k xk)ϕ = xk+1x−1k+1, whereas if εk = −1 then
x−1xk ∈ Uϕ and x−1xk = (xk+1x−1 )ϕ.k k k+1
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word. However, in S∗U,ϕ , if εk = 1 we have xkte = xkτ (xk)te = xktτ(k), whereas if εk =−1
we have
t−1e xk+1 = t−1e σ (xk+1)xk+1 = t−1e
(
τ (xk)ϕ
−1)xk+1 = tτ (xk)ϕ−1xk+1.
So by replacing the te if necessary, we obtain a groupoid word in Higgins normal form.
Hence the normal form for w ∈ S∗ is determined by the Higgins normal form of wθ , so
that θ is injective and is therefore an isomorphism. ✷
5. Maximum group images
On any inverse semigroup S the relation g defined by
a g g ⇔ there exists e ∈E(S) such that ea = eb
is a congruence, and the quotient S/g is a group. Indeed, g is the minimum group
congruence on S, in the sense that if h is any congruence on S such that S/h is a group, then
g⊆ h (see [9, Theorem 2.4.1]). The quotient S/g—the maximum group image of S—we
denote by Ŝ. In this section we determine of the structure of the group Ŝ∗U,ϕ .
Lemma 5.1. If U is an inverse subsemigroup and an order ideal of the inverse semigroup S,
then the group Û embeds as a subgroup of Ŝ.
Proof. Suppose that u,v ∈ U and are equivalent under the minimum group congruence
on S, so that for some e ∈ E(S) we have eu = ev. Then eu  v, so that eu ∈ U , and
hence euu−1 = uu−1e ∈ E(U). Now (uu−1e)u = (uu−1e)v and it follows that u,v are
equivalent under the minimum group congruence on U . ✷
Proposition 5.2. If U is an inverse subsemigroup and an order ideal of the inverse
semigroup S, then the maximum group image Ŝ∗U,ϕ of the HNN extension S∗U,ϕ is the
group HNN extension Ŝ∗Û ,ϕˆ , where ϕˆ is induced by ϕ.
Proof. We may certainly form the group HNN extension Γ = Ŝ∗Û ,ϕˆ with stable letter t ,
since Û is a subgroup of Ŝ (by Lemma 5.1) and ϕˆ : Û → V̂ is an isomorphism. Moreover,
Γ is a group image of S∗U,ϕ : map S → Ŝ by the canonical map and map each stable
letter te to t ∈ Γ . Now any two stable letters te, tf in S∗U,ϕ are g-related, so that Ŝ∗U,ϕ is
generated as a group by its subgroup Ŝ and by a single stable letter. The universal property
of group HNN extensions then gives a surjective group homomorphismΓ → Ŝ∗U,ϕ , which
must be an isomorphism by maximality of Ŝ∗U,ϕ . ✷
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The stable arrows te, interpreted as elements of S∗U,ϕ , will be called stable letters. The
stable subsemigroup T of the HNN extension S∗U,ϕ is the inverse subsemigroup generated
by the set {te: e ∈ E(U)} of stable letters. The structure of the groupoid G(T ), generated
by the stable arrows, is easy to describe. Let E=G(E(U)), the trivial groupoid on the set
E(U). Then G(T ) is the groupoid HNN extension (E unionsq Eϕ)∗E,ϕ—which is inductive by
Theorem 2.3. So we can recover T as S(G(T )). The advantage of working withG(T ) here
is that its elements can be represented by groupoid words of a particularly simple form.
Lemma 6.1. Every non-identity arrow w ∈ G(T ) can be uniquely represented as a
groupoid word that either has the form w = teteϕ · · · teϕm−1 , or has the form w =
t−1
eϕ−1 t
−1
eϕ−2 · · · t−1eϕ−m, where in each case e= σ(w).
Proof. Every arrow can be written as a groupoid word tε1e1 t
ε2
e2 · · · tεkek . Since te has source
e and target eϕ, if εj = −εj+1 then tj and tj+1 have either the same source or the same
target. Since ϕ is an isomorphism, this implies that tj = tj+1 and the subword tεjj t
−εj
j+1 can
be deleted from w. We reduce to a groupoid word in which all the εj are equal, yielding
one of the forms in the lemma. ✷
For group HNN extensions, E is a singleton and G(T )= T is the infinite cyclic group
C∞. We can generalise this description to give the structure of the stable subsemigroup in
an HNN extension of inverse semigroups.
Proposition 6.2. Let S∗U,ϕ be an HNN extension of inverse semigroups with U and Uϕ
order ideals in S, with stable subsemigroup T .
(a) If g is the minimum group congruence of T , then T/g is the infinite cyclic group.
(b) T is E-unitary.
(c) If E(U)=E(Uϕ) then T is isomorphic to the semidirect product C∞ ϕ E(U).
Proof. (a) Given w ∈ T , let wγ ∈ C∞ record the total exponent sum of the stable letters
in w:
γ : tε1e1 t
ε2
e2 · · · tεkek → tε1+ε2+···+εk .
Then γ is a semigroup homomorphism. Moreover, if η :T → H is any semigroup
homomorphism to a group H then (teη)(tf η)−1 = (tet−1f )η = (tef t−1ef )η = 1, so that η
factors through γ .
(b) Clearly γ in part (a) is idempotent-pure, so T is E-unitary.
(c) By Theorem 7.1.2 of [9] it suffices to show that the map θ :T → T/g×E(U) given
by w → (wγ,w−1w) is bijective. It is certainly surjective: given (tk, f ) ∈ T/g × E(U)
then (
tk, f
)= (tf ϕ−k tf ϕ−k+1 · · · tf ϕ−1)θ
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(
tk, f
)= (t−1
f ϕ−k+1 t
−1
fϕ−k+2 · · · t−1f
)
θ
if k < 0. Now if vθ = wθ , suppose that vγ = wγ = k and v−1v = w−1w = e. Then v,w
are equal in G(T ) to groupoid words having one of the forms given in Lemma 6.1. But
these forms are completely determined by e and k: hence v =w. ✷
We note here that Jajcayova’s determination [8] of the structure of the inverse
subsemigroup generated by t in an HNN extension
S∗ = Inv[S, t: tt−1 = e, t−1t = f, t−1ut = uϕ (u ∈U)]
is related to, but different from, the computations in Proposition 6.2, even in the locally
full case when S∗ ∼= S∗U,ϕ . The inverse semigroup T considered above is generated in the
locally full case by {t} ∪E(U) as an inverse subsemigroup of S∗.
7. Examples
(1) Let S = (G1 unionsqG2)0 be the disjoint union of two copies G1,G2 of a group G, with
a zero e0 adjoined. Let ei be the identity of Gi , and let ϕ :G1 →G2 be an isomorphism,
and set e0ϕ = e0. Then we have the locally full HNN extension
S∗ = S ∗G1∪{e0},ϕ
= Inv[S, t: tt−1 = e1, t−1t = e2, t−1gt = gϕ (g ∈G1), t−1e0t = e0].
The groupoid cosets of G1 ∪ {e0} in G(S) are {e0},G1, {g} (g ∈ G2) so that Y+1 =
{e0, e1} ∪ {g: g ∈G2}. Similarly Y−1 = {e0, e2} ∪ {g: g ∈G1}.
The stable subsemigroup T is generated by t1 = t and t0 = e0t :
T = {e1, e2, t1, t−11 }∪ {tk0 : k ∈ Z}= {e1, e2, t1, t−11 }∪C∞.
The subgroup C∞ is an ideal, and T is an ideal extension of C∞ by B2. Jajcayova
considers this example, with G = {e}, in her classification of the structure of 〈t〉  S∗,
in [8, Chapter 6].
The graph Υ has two components: Υe0 is a loop and Υe1 is a single edge. The graph of
groups (Q,Υ ) has the form:
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G1.
(2) Let S be the inverse subsemigroup of the symmetric inverse semigroup on {1,2,3,4}
generated by
α =
(
1 2 3
2 1 4
)
.
Then E(S) = E is the free semilattice {e, f, g} with ef = g = f e: we have e = id{1,2,3},
f = id{1,2,4}, and g = α2. We take ϕ :α → α−1, inducing on E the automorphism that
exchanges e and f . The groupoid G(S∗S,ϕ) may be pictured as
in which α3 = (1 2) has order two, t−1g α3tg = α3 and t−1e αtf = α−1. The H-classes at the
idempotents are the maximal subgroups
He = C∞ =Hf ; Hg = C2 ×C∞.
(3) Let Bn be the Brandt semigroup (Xn ×Xn) ∪ {0}, where Xn = {x1, . . . , xn}, with
composition (xi, xj )(xk, xl) = (xi, xl) if j = k, and with the other compositions equal
to 0. Clearly if m  n then Bm is an inverse subsemigroup of Bn. Let ϕ :B2 → B2
exchange x1 and x2. Since the local submonoids in B3 are {(xi, xi),0} (i = 1,2,3) and {0},
the subsemigroup B2 is not contained in a local submonoid, and an HNN extension
B∗3 = Inv[B3, t], with B2 as associated subsemigroup, is not defined. However, E(B2) ={(x1, x1), (x2, x2),0} is an order ideal in E(B3) so that the HNN extension B3∗B2,ϕ exists.
Since B2 is mapped to itself by ϕ, the stable subsemigroup T is the semidirect product
C∞ ϕ E(B2). Note that T is not monogenic.
For this example, Υ is a disjoint union of two loops: each edge group is trivial, as is
one vertex group. The other vertex group is C∞. It follows from Theorem 3.5 that the local
subgroup at (x0, x0) is C∞, whilst at (xi, xi), i = 1,2,3, the local subgroup is free of rank
two.
(4) Let F be the free inverse semigroup on a single generator x . Elements of F may
be conveniently represented by Munn trees [11], which in the single-generator case are
finite chains with two distinguished vertices α and ω. A word in {x, x−1} is obtained by
following any path beginning at α, visiting all edges, and ending at ω, reading x for an edge
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choice of path, if α is at the vertex a edges from the left, ω at vertex b edges from the left,
and with k edges in the chain, yields the word x−axkxb−k . An element is idempotent when
α = ω, yielding the word ea,k = x−axkxa−k (0 a  k) on {x, x−1} with exponent sum 0.
The D-classes in F consist of all finite chains with a fixed number of edges: if this
number is k the D-class, denoted ∆k , contains k + 1 idempotents. The components of the
groupoid G(F ) correspond to D-classes: ∆k is the simplicial groupoid on k + 1 vertices,
with a unique arrow between any two vertices. Thus F is combinatorial: H-classes in F
are trivial groups.
Let ϕ :x → x−1. The effect of ϕ on a finite chain with k + 1 vertices is reflection in
the midpoint. If k = 2j is even, ϕ fixes the idempotent ej,2j = x−j x2jx−j and exchanges
the remaining idempotents in pairs. If k = 2j − 1 is odd, all idempotents are exchanged in
pairs: em,kϕ = xmx−kxk−m = ek−m,k . The components of the groupoid G(F∗E,ϕ) can be
pictured as
In each case the maximal subgroups are free of rank k + 1.
For the HNN extension F∗F,ϕ there are extra relations involving the stable letters:
indeed, writing tm,k for tem,k , if k = 2j is even we have
t−1m,kx
−mx2j x−j tj,2j = xmx−2j xj
so that F∗F,ϕ is generated by {x, tj,2j }. In particular, all the maximal subgroups are infinite
cyclic: Hem,2j is isomorphic to Hej,2j which is generated by tj,2j .
If k = 2j − 1 is odd we have, for m< j − 1,
t−1m,kx
−mx2j−1x−j tj,k = xmx1−2jxj
whilst for m> j we have
t−12j−1−m,2j−1x
mx1−2jxj tj+1,2j−1 = x−mx2j−1x−j
and for m= j − 1,
t−1j−1,2j−1x
1−jx2j−1x1−j tj,2j−1 = xj−1x1−2jxj−1
and F∗F,ϕ is generated by {x, tj,2j−1}. Again the maximal subgroups are infinite cyclic,
with Hem,2j−1 isomorphic to Hej,2j−1 , which is generated by tj,2j−1xj−1x1−2jxj−1.
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